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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Lila Núñez has contributed to the dictionary with 14 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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actitud etnocentrica
Ethnocentric attitude. Tendency to overvalue the ethnicity, race or cultural group to which it belongs in relation to other
groups.

buhonero
Hawker. He who sells or takes things from buhoneria. Peddlers. The buhoneria refers to the baubles and trinkets of
small-time, carrying portable shop owner to sell on the streets. Porrúa de la Lengua Española dictionary. Mexico, 1985

chama
Chama or CISTI is the Oaxacan name of a worm that grows on the tree of el Madroño, consumed by the locals. It is the
Cupiche of the State of Mevico. Gastronomic dictionary of Senén Pérez Mercado. Ed. tracks 2003

chilchote
Chilchote. In Puebla, Mex. The Jalapeno

de donde proviene la palabra guajolote
Turkey, from the nahuatl huexolotl; huey, large and xolotl, all animal spindle-shaped object. Called also in Mexico,
chompipe, cocono, plots, among others. Source: Dictionary of Mexico Juan Palomar of Miguel, Turkey.

enfermedad fungosa
Fungus disease. It is that infectious disease produced by microscopic pathogenic fungi, which can be surface in skin,
nails and hair, mucous membranes or internal organs

famulla
Domestic worker, Maid. Term used in the 34 Mexican television series; The maid Malcriada "

güegüecho
Also in the southeast of Mexico gueguecho is the name that receives the bulge in the front of the neck, which have them
suffering from goiter, or growth of the thyroid gland. In the same region to the gueguecho of the turkeys, it is called tun
tun.

mezquino
In Mexico, painful wart that comes in the hands or feet.

osteocitos
Osteocytes. They are the cells that make up the bones. Source: Brief dictionary of Medicine of Blakiston. The Mexican
medical press. Mexico. 1973.

propositivo
Proactive. m. That exposed or expresses their proposals or ideas.

que es abultado



Bulky. Of bulk. Increased in size, intensity or degree.   "He pulled out his bulging portfolio 34 tickets;   " Of the lawsuit,
pulled out a bulky bump "   " Were bulky marker in the 34 party;. Ant. Waned, diminished.

que es mofletudo
Pudgy. He has chubby cheeks or cheeks or excessively thick and fleshy cheeks. Synonyms: Cachetudo, cheeks,
carilleno. Source: Dictionary lexico hispanico. W. M. Jackson, Ed. Mexico. 1983

tlahualilo
Tlahualilo. It is the name of a municipality in the State of Durango, Mexico, which comes from the nahuatl, tlalli, fertile
land, ahualila, water for irrigation. Also comes from the tepehuano: tlahualilac, water for irrigation of plants.


